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AT ST. CLOUD, 1\t!:INN.
Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
1. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanc:ed Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course, two years.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certifl.gate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for :five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the snpply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

AD:LIISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Conrses without
examination. ApJ?licants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class
without e:rnmination. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
m Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the
public schools oftbe state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MOD:ltR..ATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, l1eat, light and table board, is $3.50
week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving foll information, are mailed tree to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt attention. Address the President,
~

GEO. R. KLEEEERGER.,
St. Cloud. Minn.

D

R. T. A. PATTISON,
,

D E:NTIST.
♦

Over Merch ants Natio nal Bank

Dr. J. H. BEAT Y,
aon;ieopat~ic P~ysiciai;, ai;id Surgwi;,.
OFFICE: Co,·ner Filth e ve. a nd First St. South.
Hours , 1 1 to J '.! a . m. a nrl 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m .
Sund a y 81 r esi1l<•1ie0. 4 00 F ifth a ve. S. T el. 14--2.

!Ji. Jiiuetand @llmand i(/~¢1
"-.
!!fen-we/.
/
McClure Block , 5th Ave. Sou t!:1 .
Office lw <1rs from 9 a. m . to 5 p. m . -<;:::,, -<;:::,,
T C'lephone ,·all , H.Psidence, 00.

AND

GRAND CENT RAL
WEST HOT ELS.

ftE ATED WITft STEAlV]:.
JiIGt{TEO WITft EuECT~ICITY.
Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen , teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.

D, .5, HAYWARD,
PROPRIETOR,
BE.SlJ! CJUlJr.S 6Fr JdE1.llJr, lJr)IE BE.Sllf J11IJd.S,
;,l]YD lJ!}IE BE.SlJ! 6Fr E.VE.f<¥lJ!Jll]\IG
in the mea t line can be obtained at

KIUAN & CO.'S MEAT l\1ARKET,
123 15th .Avenue Soutli.

5, 5, BRIGHAM,
V\\.~'b\e\.o.~ - o.~~ - ~"-"~~o~.
Office, 2 7 5th Ave. Sou th .
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South.

Finest trains on earth from

ST. PAUL
--A ND- -

ffllJJEDPOUS
--TO--

CHICAGO
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated,

G. C. Dempsie t~~~ n~ay~~~tore.
0

Cabinet Photos $1.60 a Doz,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ~tamps 25

,g

25e.

i.ott

ffi. ll. t{oll, ~ McDONALD & OJNEILL,
Is the place you will find all the new shapes
in hats and trimming for same at the lowest
prices. We are always pleased to show our
large line 0f goods.

Livery and City Hack Stables.

M,. L. HULL

109-111 Filth Aveaue South,

505 St. Germain St.

PROPRIETORS OP

.

Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasio,ns

St. Cloud, Minn,
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STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.
/-

\I

When in Need of

i

c::5S\

I

:SOOTS.,
S:S::OES and
Ei::rE:SEBS.,
Do not forget to call on

• •

J. W. WOLTER ,

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store.

• •

'.Ellso a great line of ttennis Sboes.

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 p er week. Special 117 5tb R~enue Soutb ,
r ates by the month made on application.

St. ctlou~,-.Minn.

PIONEER MEAT MARKET, __________.:~--~--~----~~~~--~~~--------JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

LIVERY AND OMNIBUS STABLES.
First Street So., Opposite West Hotel.

Special Rates to .' ituden,ts .

. Best Livery in the City . . . .
Buses nake all Trains.
For Fir.st-Class Shoe Repairing
GO 7 ' 0 - ~ = = -

VV-IK~AN.
Kansas City Beef a Specialty.
Tel. 47

Corner of 6th Ave. and 2d St. Sontb.

103 5th Avenue Soitth.
A. T. PEFFER SELLS

STUDENTS GO!
-TO-

Dr. Reed's Cushion Shoe
This is he E&siest Shoe on E&trh.

Swanson's
Steam Laundry,
SWANSON & KRON, Prop's.

;

515 St Germain Street,

St Cloud.

Biayales ~ Skates

Snl if, an,7 1•Ppairrrl

~

(iood Work. ♦ ♦
Low Prices.
All kinds ( ) j ~ - - - Special Rates to Stude9t5.
••• Sporting
•

~ at

West Hotel, sth
,, Ave . S.

Shr1,1,penerl

•

St. Cloud,ninn.

Goods ...

~

F. J. EAKER ...

THE NORMALL\

Largest line
709 Sl. 1;rnMAIN STHEET.

of Watches, Clocks, Fine Jewelry, Soiid Silverware.
Silver Novelties, Chafing Dishes. Complete line of
musical goods at the lowest prices Repair work at
reason ahle prices. See my goods before buying.

~ F R I T Z .GUY .

~~_!~9vr!lpJ'er
!Prices to Stutlents.

\Ve have a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
our latest Platinos.
701 SL Germain St.
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While vaulted ceiling, wall and floor
Took up the strain and sang it o'er,
Each n<ldding leaflet seemed to say
''They're praising God with us today."

Editor.in-Chlel .. ...... ............ ..... ... .......... Ed. M. Gans.
Associate Editor .. ....................... P. M. Ma gnusson.
·
M anagers .. ...... . ....... {Paul
B usmess
WaiteAshley.
A. Shoemaker.
Local Editor .... .. ...................... ........... W. T . Sture.
Exchange Editor........................ .. .... .. .J a s . A. Petrie
Alumni. .. .. .......... .... .... ............ .. ... Marion Andcews.

:;;; B Staff@!Editor-in-Chiel ......... ...... .... ... ........... .... Lawra Greely
Local Editor .. ...... ........ .. .. ...... .. ... ... .. .. Mr. Grun<lahl
Exchange Editor ............................... Lucretla Rode!
Published monthly during the school year at the
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at !3t. Cloud as second
class mail matter, 18\/5.

Subscription, so Cts. a Year.
Single Copies, 1 ".) Cents.

NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Normalz'a
until notice of discontinuance is given
and all arrearages are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription lzas expz'red.
A Sunday in the South.
The church was quiet and cool and dim,
Fit place for worship of prayer and hymn;
The song rose soft, from the waiting choir,
Devoutly sweet as the psalmist's lyre.
Outside, above the drooping eves,
The maples tossed their plumy leaves,
Flecking the window's crimson pane
With shadows swift, like wind-swept grain.

Just then a mocking-bird dropped down
Upon the maple's emerald crown,
And poured to swell the sacred strain,
A full, fresh flood of vocal rain.
Nor pauses, when the psalm is done,
But like some happy saint, alone,
Whose rapture bursts in praise and prayer,
Still warbles hallelujahs, there.
I list the faithful preacher's voice,
Thro' prayer and scripture, mark his choice
Of text, and proof. and argument,
To every word give glad assent.
But sermons more than one or two
Are thrilling all my being through,
The good divine, himself, I ween
Well undl:rstands what this may mean.
For on the table by his side
Meek foil for the magnolias pride,
A lily, purer than the snow,
Looks out upon the crimson glow.
And seems, while listening to the bird,
Once more to hear our loving Lord
Beside the free-winged fowls of air,
Speak her sweet name, to chide all care.
Yes, ably preached the learned divine,
But listened too, I dare 9pine,
For ravens, sparrows, lilies, all
Dropped from his lips, with gracious fall.
Nor jealous of each favored name,
The mocking-bird sang still the same,
While, on the lily's cheek, the glow
Of crimson, tinged the melting snow.
Oh rarest preacher! strong the sway
That grateful. sent my soul away,
To ponder all the lessons heard
From lily, sky, green tree and bird.
A. C. BLAISDELL,
Normal Hall.
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The Pillager lndians.
f.,AURA GREELY,

'

"When one of the Spartan kings prono11nced that commonwealth happy
which was bounded by the sword and
spear, Pompey correcting him said:
'Yea,rather that commonwealth is truly
happy which is on every side bounded
with justice.' "
A few weeks ago there flashed over
the wires the drec1ded words: "The
Pillager Indians are on the warpath.
Send th e troops to protect us.''
Newspaper reporters caught the
words and from the daily papers all
ove r the world lurid ,1 eadlines proclaim ed "The Outbreak of the Pillager
Indians," as it was called. Sensational
editorials brought to the minds of the
older people the dreaded massacres of
the earlier days. What was this ''outbreak?" Two days of 'desultory hostilities with a total loss ot seven lives.
Nothing compared with one day's riot
during a fight between labor and capital.
Were we or the Indians to blame?
When we consider the motive the Pillager Indians had for their violence we
see only the attempt of the United
States marshal to serve a subpoena
upon an Indian who was wanted as a
witness in a liquor case.
We can understand the resistance of
labor against capital or of the mob
against armed men. But the readiness
of the Pillager In.d ian to shoot and kill
for the purpose of avoiding a harmless
writ is past our understanding and we
call it "the utter depravity of Indian
nature."
Some one shakes his head and sagely

remarks that "the only g0od Indian is
a dead Indian."
When a white man is offended, he,
as a rule, immediately strikes for re·
venge.
The Indian does not.
He
nurses his first grievance, the second is .
added to this, the third to these, until
finally the smouldering fire in his bosom
bursts into flame which can be quenched only by blood.
.
The case of serving the subpoena
was but the last of a long series of insults and grievances, which no one but
an Indian would have so long borne.
The Pillagers belong to the Chippewa
tribe who originally owned a large territory of land by Indian title, that is,
by unlimited possession and undisputed occupancy.
We pass over the long and disgraceful. history of treaties for lack of space.
The worst device for robbing under
the guise of respectability was the appointment of the commission for the
inspection and appraising of the Indian
lands and timber.
The men appointed are men with
some political pull, whose sense of
honor is a minus quantity, and whose
knowledge of the value of the land and
the timber upon it is even less. We are
upon our third set and they are little
or no improvement upon those who
went before. Only one of this number
have any real knowledge,of timber.
The land is valued at much less than
its real value, and the timber upon it is
valued even farther away from its actual
worth. The salary of these men is paid
from the sale of these lands, and at the
present rate the Indians may consider
themselves lucky if they do not come
out in debt.
Congress was ashamed a short time
ago of the large bills presented by the
United States marshals and their deouties, and now they are paid stated
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salaries; and we hope they will continue quiet, peaceful lives, and their civilizato be ashamed until they work a re- tion was higher than that of their
formation along other lines.
poorer white neighbors. But the whites
We all know the story of the sub- looked with greedy eyes upon their
poena how the Indian whom they land. As long as they had granted
wished as a witness had been to the their requests they had said nothing,
United States Court as a witness before, but when they refused to cede away
had been left without money and was more of their land . they were forced
obliged to walk the entire distance to leave all. The forcing of the Acahome-one hundred and sixty miles. dians from their homes was not as
We do not wond er th e poor fellow re- atrocious as this. They could look
fused to answer th e next subpoena and forward to a home elsewhere. But the
tore the second to pieces before the Indians saw their last hope vanish. It
officer's eyes. Wh en he was arrested must be ever thus. Their wear}; march
his friends rescued him and warrants westward has continued farther and
were then issued for all.
farther from their homes. Now they
A g un accidently fired by one of the have only a few small reservations left,
sold iers sent to arrest them was taken which are bein g gradually taken away.
as a signal for the troops to fire by a Here we see the Indian of today. Not
few Indians who were lying in ambush, with the free trusting nature God gave ·
and they fired into the crowd. This him , calling every one his friend, but
was all, but whom shall we censure? the cowed, revengeful man we have
It was not the warrant nor the sending him, distrusting every one whom he has
of the troops, it was the heaped up in - not proven to be his friend. '\Ne have
suits and wrongs of years.
robbed. broken our promises and lied
The wrongs of this nation are but the to him until we have made him what
repetition of our treatment of them he is.
since Columbus first landed at San
Our government has framed excelSalvador.
lent laws (or the protection of the
The French treated the Indians kind- Indians, and then, with a few exceply and received kindness in return. tions, send the most unworthy men she
Their preists were devoted and sacri- has to enforce them. The border line
ficeg much tor the Indians and were of an Indian reservation is the scene of
beloved by them in return. The Eng- some · of the most disgraceful acts
lish were, with a few exceptiorts, not so ever committed. One reservation that
tactful as the French.
I visited in New York had ' for its
Treaties were made but to be broken boundary line on one side a road. No
again and again by the white man. Is · liquor was sold on the reservation, but
it any wonder we read of midnight just across the road at the edge of it
massacres? They only meted out the was a saloon. Here the tougher elemeasure given to them.
ment of the country came to carouse,
Does the history of the world show and whiskey was given to any of the
anywhere a darker page than our treat- Indians who wished,
ment of the Cherokee nation in GeorUndoubtably the government ,has
gia? There, in one of the most fertile done much good in educating Indians.
parts they had built their homes, their Our Indian educational system is exschools and churches. Here they lived cellent, but in our treatment of them

6
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afterwards lies the harm.
now we open wide our arms to eight
A young Indian on a Montana reser- million barbarians in the Philippines.
vation who had been educated at Car- What will we do with them?
Perlisle and who had married an Indian haps we can rise to the emergency of
girl, also educated there, said, "Death the occasion and care for all. The
would have been preferable to us , when boy who made such a poor farm hand
we were sent back here about two years often becomes the hero of the battleago, but we are be<;oming ,accustomed fi eld . He rises to the occasion.
But
to it now."
He had accumulated a this seems doubtful. The cloud that
little wealth and was able to live with- hangs over the future grows darker.
out the help from the government. _He Undt-!r their present treatment the Inscorned t he idea of receiving rations dians are fast disappearing and soon
and said that was the worst thing that all that will be left of that once grand
could be done for an Indian.
nation will be a memory and blot
What they wanted was not to become upon o ur history.
paupers but to be given the opportunOh, that the plea from so many
ity to accompl ish something for them- broken hearts might bring one ray of
selves and to be tr eated as human be- sunshine to lighten the gloom !
ings.
He and hi s wife were refined, talented
Fruit Drying in California.
and able to take a position. socially,
with any in the land. But he was a n
MARION SEATON.
In dian and conseq uently ostracized.
Few people who care for dried fruit
Is it any wonder that the ones whom know anything of the way it is prethe government educates become dis- pared. It seems strange to think that
couraged and when returned to the res- every little piece has to be handled
ervation often sink to a level with not once but many tim es. It would
thelowest, Then we point to them and make an interesting story to trace the
say, "educating the Indi 1m .is a failure." journey of an apricot from the orchard
Perhaps it is, but who is to blame?
to the table , just to see how many
It"is said that the United States has times it would have to be handled.
spent five hundred million dollars try- Here I can simply tell the way in
ing to subdue the Indians by force. which most fruit is dried in California.
What a disgrace to this country which
The first fruit to ripen in the spring
lays claim to being the noblest, the is cherries. They begin to ripen the
most humane in the world. We have latter part of May and last through
been paid our prin cipal and interest in June. They are dried, packed, and
ruined homes, in unburied dead, in · out of the way before any of the other
broken hearted husbands, wives, par- fruit is ready for drying. The cherries
ents and orphans.
are picked with care before they are
One hundred good men like William fully ripe as they are easily bruised.
Penn could have accomplished more The fruit is all dried on long wooden
for this nation than all the force we trays. These trays are about six feet
could use. ''Love begets love," even long and three feet wide, and are made
among sa,vages.
of very light wood. The cherries · are
We have not been able to care for spread on these trays and are carried to
the savage within our own land and a level piece of ground where they are
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put in the sun to dry. Some of the
cherries are dried with the pit in, while
some have the pit removed. The pitter
is a small piece of bent wire, something
like a hairpin. ' The pitted cherries are
put up in small quantities only, as the
process is quite expensive. Atter th ey
are dried they are packed in small boxes
for shipping.
By this time the apricots are beginnin g t o ri p en. T he canner ies buy up the
largest of the fruit a nd the r est is dried.
At th e drier th e fruit is graded into
first, second and third class fruit. Sometimes when the apricots are very ripe a
fo ur th class is made for the soft ones .
This class is more easi ly handled with
a spoo n than a knite. It is put on the
trays in little round pats , for it h as lost
all sha pes. Althoug h this is the most
unpl easant work and brings the lowest
prices, these apric o ts are really the
swc·et est of all.
After the fruit is graded it is put into
fifty or sixty p ound boxes and is g iven
out to the cutter. The trays a re placed
on a framework about the height of an
ordinary table, and four cutters usually
work at a tray. The fruit is cut open
and the pit taken out, then it is spread
on the trays with the cut side up. The
pieces must be placed dose together
with the tops as nearly level as possible,
so the juice, which g athers in the centre,
cannot spill out. When a number of
trays are filled, they are placed on a
low flat car and run into a sulphurhouse for bleaching. Her<:; sulphur is
burned for a certain length of time,
and then the trays are taken . out and
spread on the ground. When the fruit
comes from the sulphur-house it is very
clear and all discoJoration is removed.
The center of the fruit is filled with
Juice. This is the only time that the
fruit really looks tempting. The length
of time in sulphuring and drying de-
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pends on the size of the fruit. The
work is all done by men except the
cutting and spreading, and that is us 7
ually done by women and children.
The highest prices paid tor cutting and
sp readin g are five cents a box for first
class, seven cents for second, and eight
cents for third class fruit. The avera ge
cutt'er makes a dollar a day, while a
very fast one can make a dollar and ·a
half to a dollar and seventy-five a day.
By July the schools are closed and tlie
driers are filled with students fr o m the
High schools, Normals and Universi ties,
for it is not considered degrading to do
this work. Often a doctor will se nd
people wh o are just recovering from
long- illnesses, to a private drier to work,
as it is very healt hful.
There is no bn-ak between apricots
and peach es. Before apricots are gone
the peaches begin to come. Th ey are
dried in the same manner as the apricots
are. They last much longer than the
apricots, sometimes far into September. Neither apricots nor peaches are ,
packed in boxes as the cherries are but
are put into large sacks. Sometimes'
they are packed in large boxes, but
they are not packed with the same care
that the cherries are.
Prunes come after the other fruits
are out of the .way, and the work is all
done by men. They an;: . not picked
from the trees as the other fruits are,but
the trees are shaken and the prunes are
picked up from the ground . They are
not ready for drying until they shake
down easily. An orchard has to be
gone over sometimes two or three ti,rnes
to get all the prunes. At the drie r'
they are dipped into vats of boiling
lye-water, which cracks the skin. They
are then spread on trays and put on the
ground to dry. It takes a longer time to
dry prunes than any other fruit, and so
takes a great deal of ground to spread
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them. Sometimes there are many acres
just covered with them. Every day the
prunes have to be turned. One can
imagine the work that this is, _as every
prune in the whole field must be turned.
They are packed in boxe~ by women
and thi s work often lasts until about
Christmas time in the large driers . .
These are the main fruits dried, then
there are others dried in small quantities. Pears are sometimes dried, but are
not profitable. They must be pulled, cut
in halves, cored, and stood on end on
the trays. It is slow work and the pears
will spoil if exposed to the air very long
without sulphuring. · When the fruit is
dried, it is .very small and like candy.
White plums were tried one year but
were not a success. At first the plums
were pitted, but it was such hard work
that the cutters could not make anythin g- at it, and so the plums were dried
whole.
After working in plums a
while, the bands turn a dark brown, and
when soap and water is applied the
hands look as if they had been dipped
into black ink. The worst of it is the
stain is there to stay until it wears off
with the skin.
The year of the gold fever in Alaska,
the driers tried drying potatoes and
onions to send there. The potatoes
were very hard to work on but were
pretty good when dried. The onions
were a complete failure as they were
perfectly tasteless when dried. A person could always tell when he was within half a mile of an onion drier without
being told.
, The large driers owned by companies
who buy up the fruit around the
country, dry it and ship it away. Sometimes ,everal farmers join together and
build a drier where each one can dry
his own fruit.
Then some of the
wealthy farmers have their own private
driers. It is to these private driers

that the students try to go as there is a
great deal of fun as well as money to
be had there.
Many people think the dried fruit is
very dirty but in reality it is very
clean fruit.
The ground whe·re the
fruit is dried is kept as free from dust
as possible. All the roads through the
country are kept sprinkled so that no
dust will settle on the fruit while on
the trees.
The fruit season is a great thing for
the poor people. Everybody can find
work at this time. Children begin to
work as soon as they are able to hold
the knives. Whole families will camp
out near a drier where they can all
work. With many of the poor families
the money earned during the truit season is all they have through the year.
Many of the young people who wish to
go to the coast during the fashionable
month of August work in a cannery or
drier during June or July to earn the
money.
A Hard Life.
BY EMMA LEYDE.

There were acres of stuble around
which were few furrows of freshly
plowed ground. "Haw! haw!" and "Gee
haw!" could be heard long before the
plowman came in view. Finally the
dark horses were seen as they came up
a slope. From an · opposite direction
came a bare-foot girl with a tin bucket
in her hand. She walked along un- ,
conscious of the sharp stubble and still
sharper thistles. As the team reached
a certain angle, the brawny plowman
stop.p ed his warm horses and welcomed
the girl by taking the bucket from her
hands. He raised it to his lips and
took long draughts of the cool, fresh
water. After drinking he placed the
bucket in the shade of a stump. Tak~
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ing off his hat he proceeded to wipe
his face and neck and even his hair
received a light attack from a soiled
red handkercheif. If a close observer
had been tbere he might have seen the
horses give a perceptible shiver, for as
soon as that handkerchief was safely
lodged in a greasy pocket to keep
company with a package of tobacco,
pipe, three matches, nails, a tangled
string. and broken bolt, the horses
knew their brief rest was over until
another round was made.
Meg began to follow the furrow.
How cool the fresh damp earth felt to
her hot pricking feet. By and by, she
tired of walking, as they passed along
the edge of some pasture land, she
crawled under the fence and was soon
in a little nook. She gave signs that
it was not the first time it had been vi sited. Pulling away some leaves slowly
and with great care Meg finally brought
in view a small nest with three speckled
eggs lying in its bottom. Seeing no
harm had befallen the little home since
her last visit, she withdrew to the great
happiness of Mr. and Mrs. Wren . Meg
stretched herself on one of thos& old
logs, that have become dark, rich
brown in color, and have lost their
firmness.
The grand and majestic
oak is now "the old rotten log." Meg
saw none of its defects.
Her hands
caressed its mossy covering while her
toes lightly touched the toad stools that
had ,sprung from its sides. She caught
a glimpse of the d~ep blue sky above
her. Once in a while a sunbeam, warm
and bright, would slip b etween the
leaves and lovingly touch her brows,
cheeks and hair.
A drowsy peace
pervaded the place.
A slight breeze began to stir the
quietness, and the poplars gave warning that it was increasing. "Chirp,
chirp," said Mrs. Wren. Meg opened
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her eyes and looked around.
For _a
moment everything seemed strange.
She closed her eyes again, but the
peace was broken. "Meg, Meg-e-e-e,"
was wafted over the fields to the ears
of the shrinking girl, followed by low
mutterings of distant thundering. Meg
is on her feet in a few seconds and
soon speeding over the fields. "You
horrid child, what made you stay so
long? Hurry around and help me get
thes e chickens cooped." And with a
stinging box on her ear Meg did as she
was bidden, but with such a look of re se ntment and hate on her tace as no
child should have known how to express. "It she was my own . mother I
wo uld endure it. I will not, I will not
stand it," gasped the ~hild, as she ran
hither and thither after the fleet
footed chickens. Peal after peal of
loud and angry thunder, accompanied
by a continuous roar. The bright and
sunny afternoon had become dark and
forboding. - The flashing lightning
never ceased. The plowman quickly
unhitched his horses and called for
Meg to run and open the barn door.
Meg started to return to the house.
A blinding streak of lightning followed
by a terrible crash and then a great
calm. A wonderful light was in Meg's
face. _Did she catch a glimpse of her
future? Paper, chips, and dust began
to scurry in all directions. The trees
waved to and fro, the branches lashing
each other in fury, for a great and
mighty wind with his great strength
had taken all within his grasp.
Little
Meg was panting for breath. She tried
desperately to move forward, but the
wind held her also, and with merciless
hand it threw her upon the ground.
The clouds began to break, and the
pouring rain began to slaken its rate
and quanity. A man passed from the
barn into the well worn path. Ah, but
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what is that at his feet? Great beads
of perspiration started from his brow
as he stooped to lift the treacherous
limb from off the body. His wife came
in obedience to his call. Meg's tace
was now even more quiet than when
kissed by the sunbeams. All disagreeable expressions had left rt for ever. A
grand and noble beauty had overspread the whole face.
With a moan two dark, repentant
and sorrowing people lifted the stiffening form, and with g race borne of inward emotions, laid it upon a cot. Meg
the little waif, with no personal beauty
and few adorn ments, but with a soul
that had loved and worshiped the
nature God had placed around her, was
herse lf ·a little flower he had seen fit to
take unto himself.
The Evolution of Government.
BY FLORA JOSLYN.

The word government signifies the
organized means and power that a
community employs for the purpose of
securing the rights of the people and
the developmept of the community.
It is interesting to notice the change
from the earliest form of government
to what we have at the present time.
It is impossible to tell just how government originated, but it doubtless
began with the family. It has been
generally understood that the father
was at the head of the family; but,
from investigations and discoveries
made during the last half century the
fact is brought to light that the mother
was ,l t the head in primitive society.
She ruled the house, and through the
mother, kinship was reckoned.
The patriarchal fa~ily came later.
Different reasons are given for the

in

change
reckoning kinship from the
maternal to the paternal line, but one·
will suffice here. P?lygamy was prevalent, and, with different mothers, a
large family of children could not be
held together unless by reckoning kinship through the father. Hence the
change.
Later on the family developed mto
clans, tribes, etc., and there would be
one important man to gG>vern all. As
there was one ruler, there must also
have been obedience to his laws by the
remaimng people. Tribes developed
into pretty kingdoms . and from these
modern monarchies were formed.
The original idea of government
w as safety and protection . The early
tribes were subject to attacks from
other tribes. The duty of the government was to protect its tribe trom such
attacks. Sometimes the tribe itself
would attack the neighboring tribes.
All this required military force, so we
may say that governments at first were
miljtary. They protected from without.
Later on it was found necessary to
protect the people not only from enemies wllhout but also from enemies
within.
Wrong doers were found
within the tribe and it was to protect
against these that the government must
be exercised. Thus the idea of government widened. The government
during this second period may be called
the police government.
Still later in the course of time another phase 0£ government arose. It was found that a government which
only protected from enemies without
and within, was insufficient. It should
also reach out, become active in a
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wider sphere and seek to promote the
general welfare of the public. Thus
we have the government of today
which establishes justice, insures domestic tranquility, provides for the
-common , defense, and promotes the
.general welfare.
Friendship and Soul Health.
BY MILDRED CRAIG.

All the objects of the material world
are divided into two great classes, necessities and · luxuries; . and it is also
possible to classify the emotions or
feelings 0/ the spiritual world on the
same basis. Thus the sensuous ~motions aroused by eating dainty foods,
and inh aling delicate · odors, the ultra
refined feelings, nurtured in the hothouse atmosphere of socalled aesthetic
-culture, which wit her and die an-cl are
utterly lost to their possessor when
brought into contact with the actualties
-and practicalities of earnest living are
not indispensable to the highest development of character, but on th~ cont rary often result in a moral dyspepsia.
There are, nevertheless, emotional
states which not only aid in the evolution of the qualities and abilities of
man, but are the fundamental elements
in that process.
In the consid eration ot friendship the
first question which naturally presen ts
itself is, to which of the above classes
-does it belong? Is it a necessary factor
in the attainment. of the ideal life, or
-does it simply add a pleasure to man's
-existence without materially aiding in
his progress r
To answer this question we must
first decide what friendship is, to take
its mea'.lure so to speak and fiod out its
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length, breadth and thicknes~, and. the-n
by application compute its value as an
ethical factor. It will be practically
impossible to make a definition with
mathematical precision, since · all the
phenomena qf human c,onsciousness
overlap, but by the process of abstraction the distinctive qualities of friendship may be held up to view.
Friendship is the intercourse of two
soul~, which is the result of a sympathetic understanding.
It implies a
common object upon which their mutual interests are centered, a spiritual
council-fire, around which they may
sit and smoke the pipe of peace, with
all the uncongenialities and petty ,
strifes arising from different environments, occupations and ambitions, banished ind forgotten. As the vertex of
an angle is formed by two lines meeting at a common point, so is friendship
formed by the meetmg of two liwes at
a common p@int, i. e., interest.
There are three aspects or sides of
man's nature, physical, mental and
moral or spiritual, and in computing
the value of friendship, it may be
viewed in relation to all three.
Is friendship of value in physical
culture?
Scientific researches say
"yes." ~t has been demonstrated that
exercises prove of greatest value when
taken as a recreation by people enjoying social intercourse. By the intermingling of man with man, there is
gained a vivacity, a zeal, which stimulates and lends energy to the physical
nature, which the mere drudgery of
physical training for its own sake could
never give.
.
.
What is true of the physical 1s true
also of the mental nature. The heart,
the life, the ve~·y soul of a subject is
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lost, if presented by someone not in
sympi.lthy with ourselves. We get the
husks, the shadow, the jewel box. But
the fruit, the man, the rare diamond is
missing. On the other hand, if from
the eye of our instructor beams the
kindly light of sympathetic understanding, we grasp the subject in its entirety. Our beings are charged and surcharged with the electrical current of
hfe in the thoughts presented. It is no
longer a substanceless dream, a dead
weight, but it becomes an incentive to
mental activity-hence to development.
It takes a hero of the highest order
to be better than his universal reputation, every man who has risen to emineBce has not been lifted by suspicion,
but has had at le ast one faithful frien.d
who
believed in his intt"grity, . a
human friend or a divine. History
supports this theory. Cromwell, the
much abused and greatly misunderstood leader of the English Protestants,
had his loving, inspiring daughter · who
sympathized with and encouraged him
through all those trying years. Mohamed during his period of greatness,
hated and feared by the multitude, was
the idol of his wife and uncle. One
could repeat instance after instance
where this has been true. Let us not
get the impression that martyrs were
great because of opposition, but rather
in spite of it. True friendship encourages the growth and development
of the moral faculties. We are fortified by the opinions and actions of our
_friends. To know that another whose
opinion we value approves of our principles and line of conduct gives us
greater faith in ourselves and also a
greater desire to continue the present
trend of our lives, and vice versa.

Thus we see that friendship is one
of the essential elements in the evolution of physical, mental and moral
man. And si~ce man cannot attain
perfection without it, we are moved to
consider how it may be cultivated.
It is said that we learn to sing by
singing, to read by reading, etc., and
our best authority says "A man that
hath friends must show himself friendly." Going back to our definition
then, to cultivate friendship, we must
interest ourselves in those affairs of life
which are a source of interest to
others. We must practice interest,
and as a result of it we have sympathy
and friendship. '
"It is the secret sympathy, the silver link,
the silken tie,
Which heart to heart and mind to mind ,
In body and in soul can bind."

- -. -

A Lay Sermon on Punctuality.

There is no teacher so wise as the
Creator of the universe. There is no
model so perfect. There is no other
example that can be so safely an d
profitably followed.
In every movement of the entire universe, the importance of punctuality is taught. He
knows all things, and controls all
things, is so observant ·of its necessity
that the sun, moon stars, as well as the
earth, move on, each in its own orbit.
for thousands of years, without once
being behind time for a sinQ:le moment.
So punctual and accurate is Nature's
machinery, so prompt is the engineer,
that astronomers can determine the
rising and setting of the sun and moon,
and the eclipse that will occur for
years to come. But none can calculate
the consequence of a failure on the
part of any ot the heavenly bodies to
be on time.
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Reliability and punctuality furni shes heralded as a bro ken bank. A minute
the foundation upon which the whole late casts suspicions; five minutes late
structure of creation rests.
and a bank failure is a nnounced, and
While the duties that fall to the lot :ill of its attendant evils afflict the
of any one individual are so small when community.
compared to those which effect the
The same rule to a g reater or less exwhole creation, that th ey are scarcely tent, thoug h not so forcibly illustrated,
discernible by the nak ed eye, y et every applies to all th e callings in which m en
one, no matter how humble, has func- are en g aged.
tions to perform that affec t no t only
Th e farmer is engaged in the most
one's self, but one's assoc iates.
im po rtant occupat ion known to man.
Punctuality on the pa rt of a boy or Upon t he products of t he soil all
g irl wh e n attendin g- school adds mat er- rely for their an ti cipat ed prosperity.
ially to the comfort a nd profi t of a ll If th e farmer d oes not lay broad
who attend in the sa me roo m. Th e and d eep the fo un da t ioH , other
laggard who ente rs t he sch ool room structures besides himself must crumble
late not only suffers a perso nal and fall, and to fill th e demands that
loss, b ut infli cts a wron g upon th e are properly made upon him, he, Iike
teache r and e nt ire sc hool. T his is but the great stars, must be punctual in the
as true as it woul d b e if so me little star o_rbit granted to him in nature's econoshou ld be tardy in its movem ents, thus my. He must plow, plant, and cultithrowing the enti r e universe into con- vate on time, or the burdens imposed
fnsion .
upon him at harvest time will be light
Very early in life we form habi ts indeed.
good or bad, which go with us to the
The remorse and anguish which often
end. The habit of being behind time follo_w as a result of being one moment
in entering the school room, unless too late in the performance of a duty as
broken off by a determined purpose eneineer on a railroad locomotive are
and firm will, will e ffect life's work all fearful to contemplate. A freight train
along the years. There is no line of was side tracked at a small station in
life work where punctuality is not a northwestern part of Minnesota, a
necessity. However lofty may be the rapidly moving passenger train crashed
aims and aspiration s of individuals, in into the freight and several human
n inety-nine cases out of a hundred lives were lost, just because the brakethey cannot be realized without this man was twenty seconds too late in
important virtue.
turning the switch. At another town
an
accident occured, two rapidly
In every day life punctuality is just
as essential. The clerk in the store, moving passenger trains had a collis10n
bank, or commission office will never b eca use one train was behind time and
rise or become a ne,cessity to hi s em- the engineers were a minute too late
ployers unless he is punctual. On time! in stopping t heir trains.
As a result
On time! This must become a part of several lives were lo st ; communities
his very life.
Unless he does this, were shocked; mournin g was carried
.n either his employers nor their cu s- into many a home. The engineers
tomers can rely upon him.
suffer in sadness and sorrow, and all of
The bank whose doors do not open this because they did not promptly
p romptly at the accustomed hour is and punctually obey orders.

'
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Not less painful and important results come home to all of us as we review the experiences and · observations
of life, and we often say or think, if we
had been there on time, it would have
been different.

dinia, also a number of smaller islands.
In the northern part there is the plain
of Lombardy and through this runs,
the Po, which is the largest river in
Italy. The Appennines extend nearly
to the end of the peninsula and are
bordered on each side by plains which
Italy.
are low and marshy. The river next
in
size_ to the
is the Tiber about
BY LOUISE GORMAN.
which Macaulay has written a beautiThere is not in all the world a reful poem entitled "Horatius at the
gion so pleasing to the traveler or
Bridge," in his lays of ancient Rome.
reader as Italy, especially if he delights
There are many beautiful lakes in ,
to wander about either in reality or
Italy,
the most beautiful one being
imagmation in a country that abounds
Lake
Como.
Its banks are steep and
in antiquties.
The amphitheaters, ancient moss- richly cultivated, glittering in the suncovered castles and art galleries which light, with white villas and crowned
contain pictures hundreds of years old with forest trees. Thi:,; lake bears the
are among the many things of interest. same relation to the rest of Italy that
The art galleries of Italy are the most Italy does to the rest of Europe.
The climate of Italy is almost ideal,
noted in the world, containing pictures
the
summers being warm and the sky
and sculptures by the famous Raphael,
clear,
the winters are mild, snow fallMichael Angelo and Antonio Canova.
They had great ideas to express and ing only in the mo st northern part and
used marble and tbe canvas for their among the mountains.
Most of the lower class of Italians
medium and the material used was to
them what the Italian language was to are ignorant and very lazy, and a great
many of them· spend their lives in
Dante.
Michal Angelo and Raphael were wandering about the streets and begtwo great Italian artists and at the ging from door to door, but the upper
same time two great rivals at the be- class are intelligent and very refined.
ginning of the sixteenth century, each The Italians do not always believe in
striving to out-do the other; and it was the maxim that "Honesty is the Best
impossible for anyone to tell which one Policy," but are ready to cheat and, lie
was the better. Even now they are every time they get a chance. This
constantly compared and contrasted fault is worse among the people of
and the comparison Qlnly increases their Naples than elsewhere in Italy.

ro

reputation and casts additional honor
upon each ..
Italy is in the southern part of Europe forming a peninsula between the
Mediterranean and Adriatic seas, including the islands of Sicily and Sar-

There are many fine farms producing all kinds of cereals, but wheat is
used mostly by the upper class and
maize by the lower. Vegetables of all
kinds are raised in great abundance.
All kinds of fruits, such as oranges,
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lemons, citrons, figs, almonds and dates
are cultivated very extensively. Silk
is the most important product, more
s ilk being produced than in any other
country except China.
The principal cities Mi1an, v;. enice,
Rome, Genoa ,,nd Fiorence are noted
for their museums, libraries, art galleries, churches and palaces.
Compensation.
BY L O TTIE C. HALL,

Io th e word compensation, there is a
world of meaning, as it comes from the
Latin word compensare or compensatus, mea11itig to weigh, or give the
equivalent in weight or measure.
, We who believe in God, also believ~
His holy word, and in that book of
bo0ks we find that Goel is to reward
everyone, according as his works shall
be. It is an erroneous belief that the
righteous are miserable in this lite, and
rejoice only in the li fe that is to come.
The upright and pure in heart have
blessed proofs every day of compensations in this life, and they are not concerned about the rewar<l they are to
receive when they have passed the
portals of time, tor they trust in the
never failing (promises) 0£ God.
Often, when we see a friend do th at
which we admire, vie are hardly able
to refrain from expressing our admiration for the no ble soul that promoted
the gracious deed; while something we
might call custom, chills the very
words on our lips, and we are silent,
when perhaps, more than anything
else, the friend needed an encouraging
word, a friendly grasp of the hand, or
an approving glance, and still we do
not express our approval. At times,
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when one becomes more beld than
usual, and breaks through the masssive
walls of custom to express appreciation, or interest, the friend shudders
and glances around as if he expected
to behold himself lying in state, and
this addressed to his lifeless clay;
Again we may be accused of flattery,
or jesting, for peo,ple are not accusto med to hearing anything ot this sort,
except when one has delive red a great
oration , won d great battle, or when
followd to h is final resting place.
This ought not to be; let us cheer our
friends while the populace is silent, it
will be much mqre appreciated, and
we will think more of ourselves for so
domg \ I dwell on this theme, for I
think that second only to our Heavenly
F at her's love and care for us, GJur
gTt::1test compensations in this life is
tl.e t1k:,sings 0f true friendship.
Those who hold that the righteous
11er secu ted, and that the wicked
fl o urish in this life, ought to visit the
jails and prisons of our land and learn
for themselves, whether it is the' pure
in heart who are confined within those
shadowy vaults; or whether in almost •
every case it is not one who is but receiving a just compensation for his
deeds.
L~t ' your eyes seek admission into the secret chambers of the
souls; and notice in most cases what
frighttul monsters appear, to guard
against the intrusion of those silent
messengers, that go without bidding,
and return with information the
wretched one's lips would not dare to
utter.
Not long since I visited a prison,
where I saw a number of the poor fellows moving about restlessly, while
a1 e
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others were apparently busy with·some
novel, or newspaper. One poor fellow
with large blue eyes attracted my attention. He seemed little more than
a boy, as he stood there ga zing wistfully through the barred windows at
the clear blue sky, the bright sunlight
and new foliage as he said, "When I
see the green trees out there I tell you
it is pretty hard for me to stay shut up
in thjs dismal place." Then I heard
one whisper "Let all the good that is
within your nature come forth like the
green leaves on the trees·, and ·see how
happy you will be." The poor unfortunate boy smiled sadly and said he
would try. This is only to sh ow differe!")t ways in which people are receiving
. just compensation for their deeds,
while still in the flesh.

of confinement, found time to write his
Pilgrim's Progress. While performing
this great work of love for humanity,
he was also rearing for himself a monument that should never be overgrown
by the mosses of forgetfulness.
Not everyone can be a Bunyan, but
everyone h as as truly a work to perform as did they; and may the work
be well done! Although our deeds
may never reach the eye of the world,
the reward is just as sure as if we
were found in the for emost ranks of
renown. It is just as necessary that
we have private soldiers, tried and
true, as to have commanders. Who
eve r knew of a great battle being won
in which no private took an actual part .
One of our greatest promises is "To
him that soweth righteousness shall be
What is the student doin g while he a sure reward," but in all we must reburns the midnight oil but unfolding member we shall reap what we have
his mind that he may the more enjoy sown.
the beautiful in nature that is tQ be
found in every creature and flower
and stoner' The work of dev eloping ~~~
the mind reminds me of the unfoldimg
PERSOl\tALS &
of the leaves in the spring, that they
• m:iy receive more of the blessed sunlight.
Buzz! Buzz!! The B's Homesick?
Not many years ago two sisters
That impertinent lantern!
were converted; when their parents
Push the white button!
learned of the step their daug hters had
New Year's resolutions.
taken the girls were obliged to leave
home. Not long after the y ounger . Is that thing 'a piano?
sister weakened, renounced her fai th
He-Did your lips ever freeze up so
and returned to her father's home,
that
you couldn't talk?
while the elder sister patiently waited.
She-Was
there no way of getting
Years passed by and the faithful sister
was rewarded by seeing all the mem- out of the predicament?
Mr. Grundahl, local editor of the B
bers of her father's household brought
mto a saving nearness to her guide. class, is detained at home on account
John Buny an, during his lonely hours of sickness.

I
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The Heavenly Twins have been
Mr. H-I would sooner have a date
added to table No. 4.
than anything else.
A new law in physics.
M- about it.

Ask Miss

"And little foot-prints are
coming through •the hall!"

heard

What great stories key holes and
cracks can tell!

Miss Flo. Brigham left school first
of the year.
When the pianist is sick-;-wdl,
things ( ?) don't seem to go right in
hall.

The surprisers got surprised that
time-ach
louie !
'
She-What did you get for Xmas?
Special
sales
on
Fridays
at
Goedker's
He-Got the Grippe.
Con fect10nery.
A man at the piano!
The Schuman club ot this city met
Mr. Ain hi st. cla ss- My fr iend with Miss Glidden of the faculty first
and I, we go to geth e r.
0f the month in honor of her new

Miss S-I've go t just five minutes piano.
to put my coat on.
Several members of the · faculty atMiss-Why don't y ou put it on tended the m~eting of the Ed. Asso. at
yourself r'
St. Paul during the holidays, and
brought
back some very good thoughts
How did Paul get breakfast r'
from the meeting.
Messrs. LaRue and Fazendin sp ent
a day at the normal on their way back
Miss Flo. Finch of the E. A. class
to St. John's "U·"
has accepted a position in the Duluth
Miss Woesner of Sandstqne visited city schools for the rest of the year.
the Normal the first wee I$. in January.

For the latest novelties in millinery
go to Mary Kron's.

Pres. J. J. Hill will deliver a lecture
under the auspices of the normal
A series of games were played in
school at "The Davidson" in the near the gymnasium just before vacation.
-future. Look forward to it.
The games played were basket ball,
battle ball, "Three Deep" and rider
In Geom. class- A B and C D are
ball. The games were new to many
perpendicular to H O G.
in the audience but proved very interMr. A-Wh~n a girl begins to lee- esting.
ture a fellow about spending money,
A great number of the H. S. stuthen it's safe to propose!
dents were visitors at the normal durMr. ]-Indeed?
ing the first week in the month as they
What's the matter with Dr. Mag- had a longer vacation.
mison for chorister?
Prof. J-I've seen people so fat and
Mrs. W. J. Marquis of Sauk Rapids blubbery that they would float around
visited school on the 3rd inst.
Lake Mich. for hours.
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Miss H -My head is so full that I
The class of '99 after considerable
can't hold it up.
wrangling organized by electing the
Mr. S-Wish I had an X Ray.
following officers: Pres. Ed. Gans;
Vice-pres., Miss Myers; Sec. Miss
Miss Lawrence was unable to atGrace Mahan. There was no lack of
tend to her classes for several days on
enthusiasm as was shown by the glowaccount of illness, but is now with us
ing nomination speeches made. There
agam.
are only a few 0thers at school since
A reception was given on the even- this class was organized-they are
ing of Jan. 6th at the Normal hall by pretty much the whoie thing.
the Literary society. An interesting
Go to Shultz Bros. with your launprogram was rend@red and everybody
dry.
Good work guaranteed.
seemed to have a goocl time. Stray
stories could be heard on Saturday
Say W- Your coat is on another
morning by those who were out early
stick now.
enough!
A challange was received from the
Manila, Nov., '98-Extend
my
Duluth High School last week for a
Xmas and New Year's greetings to
joint debate to be held sometime in
the members of the faculty and friends
the future. A committee was appointat the school.
WrLL F. PoHL.
ed by the president, and after some
Gymnasinm slippers, all sizes, at discussion it reported favorably and by
a unanimous vote the school decided
Price's.
to accept the challenge. The time and
Prof.-N ow, Miss Ignorance, if this place as well as the question for debate
is so-(blushing and confusion.)
will be decided by the committee of
the two schools.
Miss W- thinks a person ought to •
follow advice all through life.
The Normal Hockey team went to
It's all right if you don't get it from St. Paul on the 14th inst. and were defeated by the Virginians of that city by
the seniorf'.
a score of 6 to o. The boys returned
There were so many old students the following day well pleased with th~
that re-entered school at the beginning treatment they were given by the St.
of the year that we forbear to mention Paul boys.
names.
Miss Mann gave an illustrated talk
The Geom. Class are unraveling on "Art" at the Normal Hall on Montheir stocking ( ?) in a very enjoyable day evening.
manner.
Who was the joke on?
Mr. W. A. Shoemaker was "grippee" last week and did not appear m
his chair on Monday morning.

Sting-bug juice (Stale).

Prof. W. H. McCracken, our genial
geography teacher, was absent from
Reduced prices for Normal students school during last week owing to a
at Shultz Bro'.s laundry.
severe attack of the grippe.
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The Tank Kee lectures at the normal
hall on the 12th, 13th and 14th inst.
were very well attended.
Gen. Baily
as Tank Kee discussed among other
thin g s
the religion,
government,
schools , literature, finance, punishment
and the partition of the empire. H e
said: ''The time will never come when
China will be dismembered ." The lectures were illustrated
by Chinese
material worth $60 ,000. . The lf'ctures
were excellent, both in ctructive and
witty.

Four hockey players in a room were
too many. They thought sleep a thing
of th e past, but found the next day it
was a thing of the future.
Where can I get a free lunch?
H arry blew out the gas and jumped
in be d.
Unfortunately it was discovered before any serious damage was
clone.
One of the boys in front of the--Great Scott , what is this?

Mr P. as the conductor comes a long
Paul L Ashl ey was confined ~o his to collect the fare reaches into his
rooms durinR the first p::irt o f the week pocket, pulls out a three cent "students"
on account of illness.
ticket and l1ands it to the conductor,

Never met with a finer ~f' t of students saying: "Put m.e off two blocks this
than in St. Cloud.-Gen. Bailey.
side of Campbell's hotel.
There is on ly one earth and it is inhabited by the class of '99.
You would think so me ot t h e !Joys
went to St. Paul for something else besides hockey if you've had a lo o k at
them since they came back.
Paul found it quite easy to make
dates in M'p'ls.
] os. P. Lahr, principal at Jordan visited the Normal the 4th.
The Normal Basket Ball team will
meet the · Minneapol is Y. M. C. A.
Basket Ball Team on Saturday, Jan.
28, in the Normal gym nas iu m.
The
Y. lVL C. A. team ha:' a state reputati on a nd a very interesting game is
promised to those who go. Every
Normal student should be there to encourage our boys. . Studeots' tickets
J 5c.
Tickets to outsiders 25c.
The hockey boys have ordered hockey skates and now they will be right in
line for the next game which will be
with the St. Paul team later on in the
season. The game wil be played on
the Normal rink.
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EXCHANGES
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We acknowledge with pleasure the
tallowing exchange"':
The Jabberwock; Lowell; Shattuck Cadet; New
Paynesville Tribune; Ariel; The Stillwater Mirror; Fairmont Student; The
Oak, Lily and Ivy; The Philomath;
The Viatorian; The High School Reporter; Gustaf Adolfus Journals. ·
The absence ·of exchanges in the
November and December issues was
not the fault of the exchange editor.
For something amusing read "The
.Stillwater Mirror." Study 1t psycholog1cally and you will find something
besides amusement between the lines.
The High School Reporter, Eureka, Cal., gives several good topics for
debates in the December number of
1898. Literary committees may wish
to take notice of them.
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"A Trip Throngh Chinatown" in
the "Philomath" for November '98
* ALUMNI. *
will be interesting, especially in connection with the lecture that was given ~~
at the school by Tank Kee on ·The
Married at Monticello, Dec. 27,
Chinese people and customs.
1898, Mr. Charles Stone and ,Miss
Matilda Luthey, '92.
The Via torian publishes a very
Miss Lou Burnett '94 has resigned
pretty Christmas poem m its Deher position in Duluth and accepted
cember number.
one in the Minneapolis schools.
He who wishes to make a straight
mark in life doe:;; no t look back lmt
keeps his eye constantly on the object
For your Choice Candies. Bon Eons 40c
he has in view.-Ex.

Go to Goedker' sConfectionery

The Lowell contains a good story
entitled "A Scandal in Scarlet."

per lb .. Fruits and Nuts. Cotter &Jones'
fresh goods in swck at all times.

~Cigarrs and Tobaeeos

Photography in colors is now the uGET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH"
At~
study of those interested in the art.
The New Paynesville Tribune gives
CaDcl~
an item on this subject.
~
~1 tehen.

Cottetr's

Mother Goose up t0 date-"Twinkle, twinkle li ttle star."

Fttesh Candies always on hand.

Scintilla te, scintillate, globular vivific,
Fain would I fathom thy nature specific,
Loftily poised in ether capacious,
Strongly resembling a gem carbonaceous

If you want the
Latest News Read ""' .... ""'
THE
The Shattuck Cadet publishes many
SAINT
interesting storiettes . .
CLOUD
The following was ~ent to the exchange for publication:

.

·MUDJCKIVIs.

Then be killed the Mudjckivis,
Killed the mighty Mudjckives,
With the skin he made him mittens,
Made them with the furside inside;
Made them with the skinside outside,
He, to have the warm side inside;
Turned them cold side, skinside, outside, .
And, to have the cold side. outside,
Turned them warmside, furside, inside.
That's why he turned the skinside outside,
Why he turned the furside, inside,
Why be turned the inside, outside,
Why he turned the outside, iuside

Journal==~ress
DAil,Y
and ..
WEEKLY.
Best and finest equipped
~ J O B OFFICE
In the Northwest.

J. c. BOU m, m.

D. BOWIN.G

519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours:

11 IL m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 In the
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.

BROTliERS

Will give special attention and

pric-es to all Normal s t u d e n t s ~
boarding themselves. We han-=::::::::::::::
dle ev5!rything kept in a

.pirrst Class Grroee~y Storre.
To

e·r,

'PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

~.,!:I~~~

DULUTH

WALBRIDCE & POl\iTHJS,

AND POtr~TS

PROPRIETORS OP

EAST&SOUTH
.['o

-:-BARBER SHOP -.-

BUTTE

HELENA
SPOKANE

And Bath Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.
~Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

~~P'~
Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
CAPITA+:,,

$150,000.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In. Our Savin.gs Department.

Sf:;ATTLE

TACOMA
PORTLAND
CALIFORNIA
JAPAN
CHINA
ALASKA
KLONDIKI!!

E. WOLFSBERG AGT.
ST. CLOUD MINN

Vl,STIBULED TRAINS-DINING CARS.

TIME CARD-ST~ CL.DUD.
EAST BOUND.
No. 4, Mple. and St. Paul Ex .., ...... 4:25 a. m,
No. 2 Atlantic Mail.. ...................... 1:26 p. m.
*No. 6, Mpls. and St. Paul Local...2:35 p. m .

Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.

C. M. HERTIG,
President.
A. BARTO,
2nd Vice-President.

W. E. LEE,
Vice-President.
0. H. HA VlLL,
Cashier.

IF YOU WISH '110
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO ...

j Chas,ST.S. Fee,
G. P.A.
PAUL, ll[Imf.

WEST BOUND,
*No. 5 l<'argo Local.. ................... 11:47 a. m.
No. 1 Pacific Mail.. ........................ 5:05 p. m.
No. 3 Dakota express ..........•...... 10:35 p. m.
*Dally except Sunday via Brainerd,

PullmanFirst-Class and'l'ourist Sleeping Cars
~~· Q;JJ

:;gz;r;;;.

46Gv 4.,Gu 4btJl'QS

Kraemer's Meat Market St. CIOitSt~antLaimdry.
WHERE THEY ..
METE IT OUT DAILY.
.-Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

Bemoved to 13 Fiftll, Ave. South;

l.iinen Wot<k a Speei&lty.
Special rates to students. Cor 5th ave and 1st st

Schultz Eros., Prop's.
a&At eeet ,ee, ,ee, eeee eee ee"'iail

I .a.1 V oo W
· an t ...
•••

•• •

T 0 S. &Ve

A Pleasant Fea.ture
·Is the dining and cafe car service,,serv-

l:!

-("""'trOtn ing a la carte meals, attached to Fast

25 t030 ·per cent
,

·

-On Each-

Trains running from Minneapolis and
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Chicago, and
• •• Eastern and Southern Points, via the
Wisconsin Central Lines. Your near-

Doll ar' S worth you buy
.

You must go t o t h r - ~

est ticket agent can tell you about
other pleasant features on the Wisconsm Central.

JAs. C.
tf

PALACE

PALA.OE
SLEEPING

DINING

AND

EAJJULY

ST. CLOUD, M'INN.

CAFIT AL,

$100,000

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive P1'0mp1; Attention.
DIRECTORS.

OFFICERS.

H. P. Bell, L. W. Collins, J. G. SMITH, President.

E.B. Smith W. B. Mitch- L. W. CoLLIN8, Vice-Pres.
ell, John Cooper, L. Ed. SMITH, Cashier.
Ci&l'k, John Zapp,John
Bensen, J. G. Smith.

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,

CABS,
MEALS

TOUBIST

P. S.-Speeial Discount to all Students, Teachers
and Professors.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,

PoND, G. P.A.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

CABS.

SEBYED
ALA CAB'l!B

Throui.h service. between St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Koote,n.al,
country, Orei.on and California points, Alas,ka,
Japan and China. Connections at Twin Cities for
points east and south.

Passenger Trains I.eave as follows:
GOING WEST.
GOING EAST.
*No. 110:30 a.m.
*No. 2 3:30 p.m.
tNo. 3 10:45 a.m.
tNo. 4 11:55 a.m.
*No. 5 for
No. 6 arrives from
Willmar 11:05 a.m.
W!llmar 3:25 p.m.
tNo. 7 11:25 p.m.
rNo. 8 4 :50 a.m.
*No . 128, for Sandstone 7:00 a .m.
Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8 run via Clearwater.
Nos. 3 and 4 stop at new depot and de, not
<,ome to old statlou.
*Dally except Sonday.
tDaily.

and make y~ur little oneshappy by buying

FINE FRESH CANmES, *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

~

Tobacco) ai,d Cigars -AT-

PUFF BROS.,.
No. 607 St. GermalnjSt.

'l:ht< Great North,,..,. offers special iDdUOetJ1""4
, .. th.e teay of ""'tro ooaclu•, for lrtwmal et1"Htli. ·
Depot located in center of city.

Information ,u to

tune of conneCHOna and rat•• of fwre utU 6•
prMttptly fm•n.i ahed on appHoaUon. Call on or
addreas

H. R. NEIDE, Agent.

